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Abstract. The strong tragic implication is a very significant artistic style of the May 4th female 

literature. The tragedy of the times, writers’ own tragic experience, and writers’ sense of mission 

and awareness of unexpected development are the internal reasons for the formation of the strong 

tragic implication. From the perspective of the fate of women, this paper explores the specific 

performance of the tragic implications of the May 4th female literature, which can be roughly 

divided into two aspects: objective (oppression and squeeze imposed on women by social 

environment) and subjective (backwardness of women’s own consciousness). Taking seven short 

story collections of seven May 4th female writers as research objects, this paper makes a detailed 

analysis of “women’s illness and death” in the novels, and finds that the description of women’s 

illness and death in May 4th female literature is very common. The illness and death of the 

characters in May 4th female writers’ novels, especially the female ones, are mainly caused by the 

spiritual factors. Among the novels written by the May 4th female writers, Lu Yin’s and Shi 

Pingmei’s have the strongest tragic implication. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This year marks the 100th anniversary of the May 4th Movement. General Secretary Xi pointed out 

that the May 4th Movement “is a great ideological enlightenment movement and a new cultural 

movement to spread new ideas, new cultures and new knowledge” in commemoration of the 100th 

anniversary of the May 4th Movement. Looking back at history through time and space, as the 

starting point and source of modern female literature, May 4th female literature is the product of the 

May 4th enlightenment ideological movement, and May 4th female writers, the main body of the 

May 4th female literature, are the products of the May 4th era. For the first time, they entered the 

stage of Chinese literature as a group and faced the social life with a conscious sense of women’s 
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liberation. In particular, they paid great attention to the survival status of women, women’s love and 

marriage, and women’s destiny. The collective strength shows the dazzling literary talent of modern 

Chinese female writers and opens the movement of modern Chinese female literature. May 4th 

female writers generally refer to those women writers who have become famous and have great 

social influence in the May 4th era from 1917 to 1927. These female writers include  : Bing Xin 

(1900-1999), a literary master who had an important influence in the modern and contemporary 

literary world of China; Chen Hengzhe (1893-1976), who began writing vernacular Chinese in the 

early May 4th Literature Revolution and was called “the earliest comrade” of new literature by Hu 

Shi; Lu Yin (1899-1934), who was famous in literary world during the May 4th era and persistently 

explored women’s mentality and fate; Feng Yuanjun (1901-1974), who courageously reflected the 

intellectual youth’s pursuit of free love against feudal ethics during the May 4th era; Ling Shuhua 

(1900-1990), who was both a painter and a writer, wrote “a corner of the world and the soul of the 

noble family” in her novels; Su Xuelin (1987-1999), a writer, scholar and professor, who wrote 

abundant works all her life; Shi Pingmei (1902-1928), who has a short life, a miserable fate and 

brilliant talents; Bai Wei (1894-1987), who held a special place in the development history of 

modern drama , and so on. During the May 4th period, the novel belonging to the “common people” 

in classical literature was the literary genre with the highest degree of influence and attention at that 

time. Compared with other literary forms, the novel was more popular and concerned by the public. 

Therefore, taking the novels of May 4th female writers Chen Hengzhe, Su Xuelin, Lu Yin, Bing Xin, 

Ling Shuhua, Feng Yuanjun and Shi Pingmei as the main research objects, this paper explores the 

formation and expression of the strong tragic implication in their novels, and makes a concrete 

analysis from the perspective of women’s illness and death.   

2. FORMATION AND PERFORMANCE  

The strong tragic implication is a very remarkable artistic style or aesthetic feature of the May 4th 

Female Literature. Reading the novels of the May 4th female writer, feeling the tragic social 

environment, the sad social atmosphere, the tragic fate of the characters, and the emotional 

expression of the author’s grief and anger, people can’t help but feel sad. In short, a “sad” word is 

not enough to express this implication! 

2.1Formation of Tragedy Implication 

The May 4th female writers have created a large number of tragic works, which contain strong 

tragic implication. How can such a universal tragedy emotion and tragedy creation occur? The 

reasons are as follows: 
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2.1.1The Tragedy of the Times 

The May 4th period was a tragic era, in which the people were in a difficult social environment with 

internal and external troubles. Foreign aggression has lasted for more than half a century. On the eve 

of the May 4th movement, colonization became more and more serious, casting a shadow of 

“subjection” on the people. The domestic warlords fought among themselves for power and profit, 

and the Beiyang government changed its dynasty frequently, which led to the decline of all 

industries and the poor livelihood of the people. In addition, the feudal thoughts are lingering, the 

farce such as retro, restoration, and monarchy is full of ugliness, and the feudal ethics and backward 

traditional ideas are still deep-rooted. Writers who care about social issues and civil afflictions are 

bound to reflect the tragedies of this era and society in their works. Most of the novels written by the 

May 4th female writers are based on the social background of the May 4th Movement period. They 

refer to or involve the social environment and atmosphere at that time, such as Bing Xin’s “problem 

novels”, Only that Man Was Haggard by Himself, Going Abroad, A Melancholy Youth and so on, 

which truly reflect the social situation at that time. In Going Abroad, Yingshi comes back from 

studying abroad with a passion to apply the science and technology he has learned to the 

construction of his country, but everything he hears and sees disappoints him. His father told him, 

“Now the national treasury is empty and borrowing is all that happens. When fighting, money is 

spent on weapons. When negotiating, money is spent on social intercourse, which is like running 

water.” His former friends told him that there was nothing to do and nothing to build. Later, he took 

up the post of Beijing government, he saw more personnel than work available. His colleagues 

chatted and laughed all day in the office, had nothing to do, and then went out to play at night. 

“They didn’t come back one after another until one or two o’clock at night.” Everyone only received 

a salary and did not work. After receiving their salary, “they spent all on drinking and gambling. In 

the end, he was discouraged and had to resign and go abroad again. In A Melancholy Youth, the 

young man was upset and melancholy about all kinds of social problems he saw, such as “abuse of 

slaves in his neighborhood, struggle between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law; the driver ran all 

day but couldn’t support his family; the seven-year-old children in the street, coaxing his 

three-year-old brother; the five-year-old girl, holding her two-year-old sister. That kind of ignorance, 

pain, absence from education, once carefully examined, is really sad and tragic.” 

2.1.2 Writers’ Own Tragic Experience 

Due to the social environment, the life experiences of the most of May 4th female writers were 

rough. For example, Lu Yin and Feng Yuanjun suffered family changes during their teenage years. 

Lu Yin lost his father at the age of six and Feng Yuanjun lost his father at the age of seven, which 

buried the seeds of melancholy, sadness and tragedy in their minds. When they grow up, they are 
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more melancholy and sentimental because of all kinds of troubles and tremendous pressures in their 

career and marriage. Both Chen Hengzhe and Su Xuelin had experience of resisting marriage. After 

Chen Hengzhe’s dissolution of her engagement, she had held “singlism” for a period of time. Su 

Xuelin was forced to accept the engagement, but the marriage actually “became an unpleasant 

dream.”   Together with the darkness of the family and the darkness of society that they have seen 

and come into contact with since they were young, their tragic feelings have been intensified. Some 

female writers have their own tragic fate, such as Lu Yin suffered abuse and rejection from her 

family in her childhood, her love and marriage went through hardships when she grew up, and she 

died at the age of 35; Shi Pingmei suffered setbacks in love, was deeply discouraged, and died of 

depression at the age of 27. Writers’ personality is often sensitive and melancholy. Yu Dafu said 

that the writer’s “nerves are twice as sensitive as ordinary people, and their sensibility is twice as 

strong as that of ordinary people.”   Female writers are naturally delicate and sensitive, and are more 

sensitive and intense in their feelings about tragedy. The frequent tragic experience and strong tragic 

feelings are mutually motivated, which make female writers empathize with the tragic events and 

characters in the society and create many touching and thought-provoking tragic works. 

2.1.3 Writers’ Sense of Mission and Awareness of Unexpected Development 

As the pioneers of women who took the lead in awakening, the May 4th female writers have a 

strong sense of mission and awareness of unexpected development faced with the social reality of 

internal and external troubles and the difficulties in the country during the May 4th period. As a 

group with the lowest social status, Chinese women have been oppressed for thousands of years. 

The sense of mission and sense of crisis of female writers have caused them to shout for their 

compatriots. They hope to awaken the majority of women by “making a statement”. The May 4th 

female writers described many tragic female stories in the novel, which shaped many female images 

of tragedy and exposed the sad and tragic living conditions of women, in order to explore the real 

way out of female liberation. For example, Mistress Dong Er by Shi Pingmei described Mistress 

Dong Er’s tragic fate. “Her mother-in-law was a famous vicious person.” Once her mother-in-law 

was not happy, she was angry with her, and her husband Dong Er was “a fool”. At the instigation of 

his mother, he beat his wife desperately. Mistress Dong Er suffered frequent disasters. Soon 

Mistress Dong Er died miserably. The author made a strong complaint to the society, “Maybe they 

think that women are not worth money, and women are supposed to be wives, and they are destined 

to suffer misfortune!” “It’s the environment that makes this habit, and it’s the habit that makes this 

cruelty. Basically, they see that a person’s life is as insignificant as an ant’s.” And she deeply 

blamed herself for her powerlessness: “I am a sinner of the aristocracy” and “I should blame myself 

for not guiding and rescuing a person”. Bing Xin’s novel Final Peace describes the tragic fate of Cui 

Er, a child bride in the countryside. Her mother-in-law abuses her in every way. It is inevitable to 
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suffer from cold and hunger. Soon Cui Er died tragically. The tragic life of Cui Er in the novel, “Her 

mind is full of sorrow and terror, and her body feels only cold and hungry. She also did not 

understand what is called love and happiness in the world. She only spent the miserable dark days in 

a daze”, is also a true portrayal of the general living conditions of the vast number of women in the 

lower class. The author also tries to find the root of this tragedy in the novel: “Without education, 

rural people will naturally cultivate such stubborn and cruel women as Cui Er’s mother-in-law, and 

there will also be such poor and ignorant women as Cui Er”, pointing out the importance of 

women’s education.  

The tragic era inevitably leads to tragic life. The tragic course of writers and their strong sense of 

mission and awareness of unexpected development also prompted them to create many tragic 

characters; on the other hand, when facing the dark society and the infatuated citizens, writers are 

deeply helpless and sad. All of this makes the May 4th female literature show an artistic style with 

strong tragic implication. 

2.2The Performance of Tragedy Implication (Taking Women’s Fate as an Example) 

The tragedies written by May 4th female writers involve all aspects of social life, such as social 

darkness, warlord melee, patriarchal autocracy, the oppression of feudal ethics and morality, the 

failure of love and marriage, etc. However, the tragedy of women’s fate is the one that they most 

concern about. This section takes the fate of women as an example to explore the specific 

performance of the tragic implications of May 4th female literature, which can be roughly divided 

into two aspects: objective (social environment) and subjective (female self-consciousness):  

2.2.1Objective (Social Environment) 

(1) “Isolation”-Feudal Ethics and Morality’s oppression on women 

During the May 4th period, Chinese society was still under the strict rule of feudal forces. Arranged 

marriage and inferiority between men and women were still the norms followed by society. Women 

were oppressed and trampled on the bottom of society. Bing Xin's novel Zhuang Hong’s Elder 

Sister reflects the reality of inequality between men and women. Zhuang Hong’s elder sister was 

talented and ambitious, but she could not return to school due to her family’s financial difficulties 

and backward feudal thought “Why does a girl need to learn so much”, and finally died of 

depression. Feng Yuanjun’s novels Isolation and After Isolation reflect the tragic ending of young 

people’s free love being strangled by feudal ethics. In the novel, the free love between the hero and 

the heroine is considered to be a great rebellion. The heroine laments, “Love is sacred, noble and 

pure to us, but how can they see it so despicable and dirty”. She also expresses her absolute 
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declaration to the feudal ethics: “life can be sacrificed, freedom of will can’t, and I would rather die 

without freedom.” Eventually she committed suicide to the world. 

(2) “Where is the Return Journey” - the Squeeze Imposed on Women by Society and Family 

Although some women broke through the cage of feudal families and won the freedom and victory 

of love, they still have to handle the traditional male-centered social, political and economic 

structure. In the narrow world of newly built families, they still have to bear the burden of the role 

of housewives in the feudal tradition, and in the face of the devastated society, they want to make a 

difference, but have no way to go. They fall into a new dilemma, facing the sadness that has 

awakened but has no way out..Although the women in the Lu Yin’s novels After Victory and Where 

is the Return Journey have realized a new type of marriage based on free love, they have fallen into 

a new dilemma. The family’s trifles and boring social engagement “are enough to kill people’s 

aspirations.” “Career aspirations and interests has become the past of life”. As mentioned in After 

Victory, married women want to realize their social value and take into account social undertakings, 

but social reality makes them have no way to go: “What we worry about now is not the family, but 

that there is nothing to do in society”, “In today’s China, everything can’t be revitalized. Not to 

mention that women have nothing to do, there are many idle men - who have also received higher 

education.” The double squeeze of society and family on these women makes them melancholy, 

wandering and unable to find their own spiritual way out.  

2.2.2Subjective (Female Self-Consciousness) 

(1)“Chaste Woman” - the Ignorance and Non-enlightenment of Old-Style Women 

Influenced by traditional feudal moral concepts, the old-style women have been oppressed for a long 

time without knowing it. As a result, they have become appendages of the feudal patriarchal society 

and have no independent consciousness of personality. They also recognized these feudal ethics and 

morals from their hearts and internalize them into their own values, thus performing a series of 

foolish and ignorant tragedies of life. Such as the wife of an elder cousin in Shi Pingmei’s novel 

Abandoned Women, after her husband, my cousin, proposed to divorce her,  was willing to end a 

ten-year “nominal” marriage, but she died of poison the next day she returned to her mother’s home. 

In Feng Yuanjun’s novel Chaste Woman, the young Mrs. He was depressed and sick after her 

husband abandoned her for another lover, but she stubbornly maintained the chastity for her 

husband’s family (Mu’s family), “to live as Mu’s family member, and be the ghost of Mu’s family 

after death”. Later, she died at the funeral of old Mrs. Mu, which fulfilled her wish and earned the 

title of “chaste woman”.  
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(2)“Wrong Ways”-Female Intellectuals’ Retreat and Corruption 

During the transitional period of the May 4th Movement from the old times to the new times, the 

society presented a complex situation and wrong ways. Some female intellectuals retreated and 

corrupted for vanity and pleasure, and some were bullied by the new levity of society, and so as to 

become the victims of the society because of their innocence. As Shi Pingmei described in her novel 

An Uninvited Noblewoman, an anti-feudal and anti-traditional female fighter had become a member 

of the new decadent class, a new “locust” in society. Lan Yin, a character of Wrong Ways written by 

Lu Yin, became the cruising object of frivolous men and went astray, descending from a progressive 

youth to an illicit prostitute. Oppressed by social environment, backward in female 

self-consciousness, the destiny of women written by the May 4th female writers was tragic, filled 

with an atmosphere and implication of tragedy. 

3.CONCRETE ANALYSIS  

3.1Analysis Object 

This section conducts concrete analysis on women’s illness and death of May 4th female writers’ 

novels, and so as to reveal and analyze the strong tragic implication of May 4th Female literature. 

This section chooses seven collected short stories of Hongying Series (Classic Novels of Female 

Writers in the Republic of China) published by Shanghai Classics Publishing House (Honorary 

Chief Editor Bing Xin, Chief Editor Ke Ling) as study objects, including The West Winds of Chen 

Hengzhe, Cicada Slough of Su Xuelin, Where is the Return Journey of  Lu Yin, Photos of Bing Xin, 

Flower’s Temple of Lin Shuhua, A Trace of Spring of Feng Yuanjun, Only the Plum Blossom 

Knows My Sorrow of Shi Pingmei. In accordance with the compilation instructions of this series, 

“although the series is limited in length and can only be included in short and medium stories except 

in special cases, we still strive to reflect the creative track of selected writers as comprehensively as 

possible, and attention to collect those recognized masterpieces and works with outstanding 

achievements but not collected, we also focus on incorporating works of famous writers that 

embody the characteristics of women's creation in order to show a distinctive view of compilation”. 

We consider it is feasible and reliable to take them as the research objects 

This section makes relevant statistics and analysis of the fictions focused on “female illness and 

death” of the above seven collected short stories. Apart from the following types of novels: fictions 

on children’s perspective, such as Little Brothers (Lin Shuhua), Loneliness (Bing Xin) and so on; 

fictions fully on male perspective, such as Back (Shi Pingmei), Going Abroad (Bing Xin) and so on; 

fictions of fairy tales, such as Particle Rain (Chen Hengzhe), A Story of  Little Silver-Winged 

Butterfly (Su Xuelin) and so on; historical novels, such as Ding Kuichu (Su Xuelin), Huang Shizhai 
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in the Jinling Prison  (Su Xuelin) and so on; documentary novels of A Memory of an Old Aunt 

(Chen Hengzhe), A Camping in Canada (Chen Hengzhe) and so on, the rest are 77 novels. All of 

those were written from the perspective of women. According to the paper author's statistics, there 

are a total of 45 novels about “women's illness and death”.  

3.2 Categories of “Women's Illness and Death” 

In the 45 novels, “women's illness and death” mainly falls into the following categories: 

(1) Abnormal Illness and Death of Women (Mainly Mental Factors) 

That is, not primarily physically, but psychologically, these women fell ill or died. They were either 

mentally depressed, oppressed, or mentally stimulated, psychologically stressed, or physically 

abused, spiritually oppressed, and eventually got sick or died young. As Ya Xia in Someone’s 

Sadness written by Lu Yin struggled to find answers to life’s question, she was full of 

world-weariness because of “the traces of all kinds of sin in the world” and “the terrible hypocrisy in 

the world”, could not be detached from life and spirit, wandering, melancholy, and eventually 

jumped into the lake to die. The other ended their life early because of physical abuse and mental 

oppression, such as Mistress Dong Er, the daughter-in-law in Mistress Dong Er by Shi Pingmei, Cui 

Er, a child bride of Final Peace by Bing Xin and so on. In addition, there is also a case of women 

who were mentally irritated and discouraged. Although their diseases were not clearly identified in 

the novel, it can be inferred from the description of the novel that they were very weak and already 

suffering from illness. In Lu Yin’s A Scene, Mr. Xu’s ex-wife felt “sad”, “dull”, “sniveling of 

pathos” due to her husband’s detestation and coldness; Xiu Zhen in Victims of The Age by Lu Yin 

became unhealthy owing to husband’s deception and brutality, which “became the root of insomnia”, 

and “sometimes let her not sleep for a night”. There are 15 fictions of this kind. 

(2) Normal or Unknown Illness and death of Women 

During the May 4th period , it was a commonplace that women characters of female writers fell ill 

or dead in that background with backwardness of economy, shortage of materials and darkness of 

society. For some illness and death, the author clearly identified the disease or the cause, while some 

were not, just like “my” mourn for sister-in-law in Deep Mourning by Feng Yuanjun. What caused 

her death? Tuberculosis or depression for “being controlled by the strict and reserved woman’s 

parents-in-law” and facing “husband who was sophisticated and obdurate to children”? The author 

did not state it clearly, or both. There are 11 fictions of this kind. 
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(3) Obvious Repression and Anguish of Women 

In the May 4th times when the new replaced the old, on the one hand, female intellectuals were 

enlightened by the May 4th new thought and began to wake up. They had a strong desire to pursue 

individual liberation and love freedom. On the other hand, in the face of the dark social reality, they 

could not get rid of the burden of traditional thoughts, confused, depressed and unhappy. Although 

they were physically healthy, but mentally serious unhealthy. For instance, a female student Ying 

Yun in Bing Xin’s The Winds and Rains of Autumn was “lofty and active”, “with great ambition”, 

and aimed at devoting herself to the society. However, before graduation, she was forced by his 

family to marry a rich cousin and lead a life of "young mistress of the house" that she did not expect, 

which ultimately ruined her studies and prospects. After marriage, she was in extreme oppression 

and anguish, with emaciated face, sad expression and loneiy. “She is not being mature but heart 

death, not slim but shaped thin as a skeleton”. Besides, the female characters in Lu Yin’s After 

Victory and Where is the Return Journey are the examples of mental distress. There are 9 fictions of 

this kind. 

(4) Abnormal Illness and death of Relevant Characters (Mainly Mental Factors) 

Those characters are not female, but they have a close or certain connection with the heroine in the 

novel, or they are important characters in the novel. In Lin Shuhua’s Wait, A Qiu was gladly waiting 

for her fiance (a young patriotic student) home to have a dinner after class, but only waited for the 

terrible news that he was shot dead by the guards on the government petition. Bi Xiao, a female 

painter in A Wandering Singer by Shi Pingmei, encountered a nomadic singer and sympathized with 

him, but he finally jumped into the sea for suicide because of the society and life frustrated. There 

are 6 fictions of this kind. 

(5) Normal or Unknown Illness and death of Relevant Characters 

For example, Illness by Ling Shuhua discloses the bleak and dark social environment, in which Yu 

Ru raised money for her husband's health care. Did the patient Yang Huaichen in Shi Pingmei’s 

Pray died from meningitis or mental anguish? The author didn’t clarify it, maybe both. There are 3 

fictions of this kind. 

3.3Data Statistics and Analysis 

The following list shows: 

Data Analysis of “Women’ Illness and Death” in May 4th Female Writers’ Novels 
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Types of 
“Women’ 
Illness and 
Death” 
 
 
 
 
 
Writers 

①  
Abnormal 
illness and 
death of 
women(mainly 
mental factors) 
 
 
(number of 
works) 

②  
Normal and 
unknown illness 
and death of  
women 
 
 
(number of 
works) 

③  
Obvious 
repression and 
anguish of 
women 
 
 
(number of 
works) 

④  
Abnormal illness  
and death of 
relevant 
characters(mainl
y mental 
factors ) 
 
(number of 
works) 

⑤ 
Normal or 
unknown illness 
and death of 
relevant 
characters 
 
(number of 
works) 

Total 
(number of 
works) 

Chen 
Hengzhe 

 2  1  3 

Su Xuelin  1    1 
Lu Yin 6  2   8 
Bing Xin 2 2 2 1  7 
Lin Shuhua  5 2 1 2 10 
Feng Yuanjun 3 2    5 
Shi Pingmei 4  3 3 1 11 
Total (number 
of works) 

15 12 9 6 3 45 

 

According to the above list, we can do the following analysis: 

(1) On the transitional period of the May 4th Movement, on the one hand, women began to wake up 

under the influence of the new ideological trend and longed for individual liberation and freedom of 

love and marriage. On the other hand, the feudal forces also tightly controlled China at that time, 

and the feudal moral ethics and traditional backward thoughts still had deep social soil and 

ideological foundation. The fierce collision and war between old and new ideas in women’s minds, 

coupled with the warlord warfare, economic depression and social darkness in China at that time, 

women could not sublimate from life and spirit, so feel senses of melancholy, entanglement and 

sadness, which were the “disease of The Times” at that time. Due to women's innate sentimental 

sensitivity, this kind of spiritual oppression and depression were more prominent and obvious. The 

female writers of May 4th period captured the characteristic female spirit temperament of The 

Times and wrote it. According to the list, illness and death caused by mental factors include: ①

abnormal illness and death of women (mainly mental factors),③obvious repression and anguish of 

women,④abnormal illness and death of relevant characters (mainly mental factors),There are a total 

of 30 works (15+9+6), illness and death caused by non-mental factors or unknown causes include:

② normal or unknown illness and death of women, ⑤normal or unknown illness and death of 

relevant characters,  there are 15 works (12 +3) .The former is far more than the latter. Illness and 

death caused by female mental factors include: ①abnormal illness and death of women(mainly 
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mental factors),③ obvious repression and anguish of women, a total of 24 works (15 +9), illness 

and death of women  caused by non-mental factors of women is ②normal or unknown illness and 

death of women. There are 12 pieces of works, and the former is far more than the latter. The above 

data show that the "illness and death" of the characters, especially the female characters in May 4th 

female literature is mainly caused by mental factors. Some female in the novels chose to suicide 

because of depression and anguish.  A chill of anguish came over when the paper author writes this. 

Why the novels of May 4th female writers are so sad? These females fell ill or dead due to 

melancholy, depression and anguish made the novels deeply tragic. 

(2) Analyze concrete writers. Women’s illness and death (mainly mental factors)include: ①

abnormal  illness and death of women (mainly mental factors), ③obvious repression and anguish of 

women, in which Lu Yin (8 in total) and Shi Pingmei (7 in total) are the most prominent ones, 

followed by Bing Xin (4 in total) and Feng Yuanjun (3 in total). This indicates that the tragic 

implication of Lu Yin’s and Shi Juanmei's novels are the strongest among the May 4th female 

writers studied in this paper. This is also related to the experience of the two women writers. 

Compared with other female writers, Lu Yin’s and Shi Pingmei’s life was more difficult and 

miserable. Lu Yin suffered from the discrimination and abuse of her family in her childhood, and 

the seeds of pain and resentment were planted in her heart. After she grew up, she struggled in the 

society, forming her stubborn, sensitive, independent from mundane and courageous personality. 

Her two marriages also went through hardships and criticism, and then she died in childbirth at the 

age of 35. Shi Pingmei's first love left her deep hurt and it was hard to recover. From then on, she 

treated life with a heart that had been hurt and had doubts about life. After the death of Gao Junyu, a 

young communist who admired her, she regretted her hesitation in the face of love, and died of 

depression and yearning at the age of 27. The fate of these two women writers is of strong tragic 

nature. With a bitter heart, their works are even more tragic. Certainly, this is also related to their 

creative ideas. As Lu Yin  said, “passion inside will naturally reveals itself in the outside. Whether 

it's ‘highbrow’ or ‘lowbrow’, in a word, it's just your heart.” Bing Xin wrote many “problem 

novels”, which reflected the heavy oppression of women by the dark reality of society, feudal ethics 

and traditional backward ideas. Feng Yuanjun wrote a series of works such as Isolation, After 

Isolation, Travel, which reflected the fierce conflict between free love and feudal ethics. The tragic 

implication of their novels is also relatively strong. 

(3) As stated earlier, among the 77 novels of the May 4th female writers, 45 novels involve the 

illness and death of women, accounting for about 58%. It can be seen that the narration of women's 

illness and death is very common in the novels, which confirms the “tragedy of the age” mentioned 
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above, and also becomes an important reason for the strong tragic implication of the May 4th female 

literature. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The May 4th period is an era of awakening in pain. A few sensitive intellectuals were 

awakening,“while the vast majority of the people are still in a state of being closed, ignorant and 

acting in accordance with the traditional cultural mode. The whole society was still in a state of 

stagnation or even worse, with warlords fighting among themselves and plunging the people into 

misery and suffering. Therefore, the awakened intellectuals feel lonely, depressed, wandering and 

painful.”  There were also some intellectuals who pursued individual emancipation and marriage 

independence. The bondage of feudal ethics made their ideal painful, and let they have no way to go 

after awakening. The May 4th female writers were a few female pioneers who were awake. They 

described the melancholy and hesitation, blood and tears, pursuit and exploration of the May 4th 

women by writing, and shaped many female tragic figures with typical significance, so that their 

works present a strong tragic implication. Taking seven short story collections of seven May 4th 

female writers as research objects, this paper makes a detailed analysis of “women’s illness and 

death” in the novels, and finds that the description of women’s illness and death in May 4th female 

literature is very common. The illness and death of the characters in May 4th female writers’ novels, 

especially the female ones, are mainly caused by the spiritual factors. Among the novels written by 

the May 4th female writers, Lu Yin’s and Shi Pingmei’s have the strongest tragic implication. The 

way of female liberation ahead is long. The May 4th female writers started the journey of 

exploration for the first time in the history of modern literature as a group. Although there is no 

comparison between today's society and the May 4th period, the national strength, economic level, 

democratic consciousness, degree of civilization and so on are of great difference, but we still have 

to engrave a hundred years ago May 4th female writers endeavor and exploration on our mind, and 

make a modest means for today's real women's liberation. 
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